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Natural Area Initial Assessment Template (NAIA) 
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Assessed but not in Regional 

Database: 

• Augusta-Margaret River 

(231 reserves prioritised in 

2006)

• Claremont

• Cockburn

• East Fremantle

• Swan 



NAIA Templates - What information 

was collected? 

1 Desktop 
Assessment 

• Search of databases/reports 

• Regional ecological information

2 Field 
Assessment A

• Vegetation description, mapping and photo documentations  of plant communities, 
vegetation condition, observations of fauna, weed list and other 
disturbances/threatening processes

• Recommendations for management

3 Field 
Assessment B

• Confirmation/mapping of significant flora, fauna and ecological communities

4 Assessment 
Summary

• Assess against ecological Local Significance Criteria (1A-3) 

• Estimate site viability (size, shape, perimeter to area ratio, condition and 
connectivity) 

• Rank assessed sites  



NAIA Data Limitations - Gaps

• Limited spatial data

• ‘Initial’ Assessment – should be followed by weed and 

pathogen mapping 

• Ranking based on ecological criteria 



Other information collected and 

used to prioritise natural area 

management 

• Weed mapping and weed classifications

• Pathogen mapping

• Level of community interest/opportunities for 

community engagement

• Severity of threatening factors



Can the  

Environmental Planning Tool 

help?

• Unique reporting 

functions linked to 

specific workflows

• Easy to use mapping and 

recording capabilities

• Subscription & public 

login options

• Cost effective way to increase efficiencies in meeting Local Government 
regulatory or operational requirements

Available via WALGA’s website:

http://lbp.walga.asn.au/Tools/EnvironmentalPlanningTool.aspx

http://lbp.walga.asn.au/Tools/EnvironmentalPlanningTool.aspx


Access to 

over 300* interpreted data

From an aerial photo To labeled overlays

To detailed information 
through reports and 
Explanatory Notes 

*subscription option

INCLUDING ALL THE DATA TO SUPPORT ASSESSMENT AGAINST 

ECOLOGICAL CRITERIA USED LISTED IN THE NAIA TEMPLATES



Desktop Assessment Report in 
a couple of minutes (rather than hours or days) 

From a site selection 

To pages of site 
specific information 

To several pages 
of report



2017 vegetation extent by ‘Fragmentation’, 

Perth Regional Ecological Linkages and 

Potential Quenda habitat



Prioritisation – Perth and Peel
2017 vegetation extent by a count of criteria met 

(31 criteria used) (Perth Biodiversity Project 2012)

This layer is not available in the public login version of the EPT



Prioritisation -

Local Biodiversity Strategies



Map plant communities and other 

characteristics 



What plant communities might occur in 

my project area? 

If in Perth Metro Region, use the EPT to locate a Reference Site with the similar 

vegetation go to:

 Vegetation:

 Perth Region Plant Communities Reference Sites

 Swan Coastal Plain

 Jarrah Forest 



Map reserve management issues 

and activities



Map reserve management issues 

and activities



Print a map 



Saving your records

• Save a project file (*.gpf)

• Save each annotation set (*.gas)

• Save each annotation set as a 
shape file (*.shp)



What cannot be done yet in the EPT to 

support natural area prioritisation for 

management ?

• Cannot calculate the viability score used in NAIA 

• Cannot generate summary reports that would 

consider imported data or records generated using 

the EPT tools, e.g. site specific field assessments

• Cannot generate a prioritised list of reserves for 

management

Is it 
used?



Local Government Survey 2018

Purpose:

• To document the ways reserve management data is collected by Local 

Government and to identify gaps and opportunities for improvements via 

extensions of WALGA’s Environmental Planning Tool (EPT). 

Target audience:

• Local Governments that used the NAIA Templates or are subscribing to the 

Environmental Planning Tool

When:

• October 2018

How:

• Survey Monkey



Local Government Survey 2018

Key findings:
• The use NAIA Templates encourage strategic reserve management, facilitate 

reserve data gathering and the use of this data to inform management priorities.

• The NAIA Templates facilitate consistent approach to data collection. However, it 

was recommended to introduce weighting of ecological criteria. 

• Development of standardised techniques for mapping and recording of threats and 

management responses is supported.  Any standard should demonstrate how it can 

be integrated with existing procedures used by Local Government.

• Views on benefits of centralised data depository for weed mapping and other 

reserve management issues is divided. 

• Recommendations for further expansion of the EPT: an inclusion of capabilities for 

automated recording of NAIA Template information (including data collected in the 

field), vegetation extent by plant communities and vegetation condition status for 

each plant community, enabling running ‘a report card of current status’; including 

threats rating, local information on weeds, fire history, other disturbances and 

management recommendation notes. 



CSIRO Local Government Biosecurity 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Project

Web Survey Results July 2018 

Source: Dr Jens Froese, Dr Rieks van Klinken
How are the data collected in the field? 

Western Australia
• Contractor driven. They define how it is delivered.

• Photos, samples taken, locations recorded, trapping

• Intramaps; Spreadsheet; Database

• Camera monitoring. GPS documentation of active fox dens and fox activity. Regular field surveys and reporting by staff and trained 

volunteers (e.g. fresh scats/prints). Contractor undertakes stomach contents autopsy to assess impact on wildlife. Opportunistic

sightings by residents. All information is recorded on a database.

• Herbicide spray unit(s); Recording reports/complaints from community/land holders; Community environmental group targeting 

weed in public use areas; Private land holders undertaking control measures

• Written records. This is then entered into an excel spreadsheet recording the date, site location, number of plants treated, time 

taken to treat the site and what technique was used e.g. chemical or physical removal.

• GPS

• Distribution and density is recorded from staff observations and community reports. Records tend to be informal and kept by the

responsible officer. Cottonbush is a Declared Pest (under State legislation) and therefore control is required. This is followed by 

checks to see whether control is warranted, and who the responsible party is. If on private property, reports are made directly to 

the Agriculture Department, which issues a letter to the landholder directing control. Enforcement action can be taken (by State 

department) if the landholder does not control the cottonbush infestation. If the infestation is on Shire controlled land, staff manage 

it (usually by manual removal) if numbers are few, or a contractor is engaged to undertake chemical control if numbers are 

greater. The location and cost of control is recorded in expenditure systems, from which analysis is occasionally done to see 

where and on what weed control funds are being spent.

• Normally when our environmental officers are out in the field , they will report the death of a native animal due to fox or cat- we 

record it in our own environmental team and discuss it. We don’t have a proper survey form. Also , when we get reports of foxes or 

cats from residents, we will call our Feral Control officer to go out and eradicate them.

• GPS and geographic information system with detailed attribute tables. Photo monitoring points established, follow up monitoring 

conducted.

• Emails of captures after trapping events sent to the Town. Sightings reported to the Town.

• through weed mapping

• Site inspections and aerial data



CSIRO Local Government Biosecurity 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting Project

Web Survey Results July 2018 

Source: Dr Jens Froese, Dr Rieks van Klinken

In your opinion, should current practices be improved? 

Western Australia
• Increased external funding

• More funding

• One person does all the NRM and EIA workload. Boots on the ground and money are required. State 

government could do a lot better

• More funding and staff.

• Land management/Environmental Department capacity increased by filling knowledge gaps and improved 

resourcing

• Utilise external services such as volunteers looking for surveying experience, which we are currently trialling.

• Limited rate revenue means that weed mapping and maintenance is limited

• Extra staff with a focus on pest control. Very unlikely to get these resources as even weed control funding is 

under threat during budget reviews.

• at the moment , the residents focus is on employment and job status. Environment used to be the focus of 

residents, however recent surveys show this has changed. Currently the weeds and feral animals are not a 

major priority of focus for us however they are sitting there in the back always on our minds every day. We 

would love to start tackling them however we don’t have enough staff time to fulfil all the surveys and mapping 

we would like to do

• Personnel - lots of jobs but only 1 FTE to work with. Resources - handheld RAMM notebook and RAMM 

training. Information required - Biodiversity hotspots in local areas, areas to protect, endangered species 

locations and Rare and Declared flora data sets.

• An APP.



?

Barking Owl photo sourced from Wikipedia



WORKSHOP QUESTIONS

• Given your budgetary considerations, what are the key criteria 

when determining management priorities in your Local 

Government?

• What data would make natural area management planning easier?

Consider local and regional context 

• What are the main barriers to maintaining an adequate monitoring 

schedule to assess the effectiveness of adopted management 

approaches?


